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Abstract 
Itkin, V.E., An algebra of mixed computation, Theoretical Computer Science 90 (1981), 
81-93. 
Algebraic tools for mixed computation are presented. Some axioms for informational objects, 
program functions, inputs and outputs are introduced. These axioms are sufficient for the correct 
mixed computation of some basic program composition forms. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The historical information 
The concept of mixed computation [l] was conceived for partial execution of 
programs whose result consists of two components: an intermediate memory state 
and a residual program. 
Some introductory remarks from [2] are given below. 
During a program execution, a situation occurs which allows some program 
fragments to be carried out of brackets (suspended) and separately executed. 
For example, if the program is a sequence of statements A, ; . . . ; A5 and there 
is no data flow between statements A,, A, and A,, A,, then the statements A,, A, 
can be suspended, which means that the sequence A,;A4;A5 will be executed at 
first and then A,;A,. 
In contrast with conventional or normal computation, the two-stage computation 
discussed above will be called partitioned. The first stage of a partitioned computation 
consists of partial computation and formation of a residual program. The second 
stage is the execution of the residual program. The first stage as a whole will be 
called a mixed computation of an initial program. 
In general, a partitioned computation contains additional actions which provide 
the storage of information about suspended fragments. Moreover, a residual program 
may be modified before its execution. In particular, it may in turn be subjected to 
partitioned computation or optimization. 
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On the whole, mixed computation of a program can be treated as a conventional 
computation some parts of which are represented by not yet executed (suspended) 
program fragments. 
The suspension of a fragment may be caused by an arbitrary decision to suspend 
certain fragments or may be forced by informational dependence of statements and 
logical conditions on previously suspended fragments (the latter is called a forcible 
suspension in contrast to an arbitrary suspension). Fragments situated on alternative 
branches of suspended logical conditions are also forcibly suspended. 
A typical reason for an arbitrary suspension is the indeterminancy of value of 
some variable in a mixed computation. A suspension caused by lack of resources 
or slowness of the corresponding computations can also be treated as a suspension 
of this kind. 
Mixed computation exploits the fact that some components of the informational 
structure of a program are separable. Partitioned computation allows separation of 
informational components that are intertwined by the control structure of a program. 
Thus, the transformation of a program in order to make informationally independent 
program components logically independent can be regarded as a static factorization 
of the program. 
In [2], three algorithms mix, mix’ and mix of mixed computation were developed. 
The mix algorithm is very natural but in general it is not correct. In [4] the correctness 
of mix was achieved by algebraic means. The algebra [4] is a realization of the 
transformational approach [3] to mixed computation. 
The present paper is a modification of [4]. 
1.2. DMS-algebra 
The algebra from [4] is a deterministic memory state one. Let R be a set of 
memory locations and C be a set of constants; then a memory state is a partial 
function s from R to C. The DMS-algebra constructed on (R, C) is defined as a frame 
QR, n, u, \; s, 0, +> *, n) 
where S is the set of all memory states; 0 E S, O(r) is undefined for any 
rER;+:SxS+S;*,n:Sx2R+S;foranys,s,,s,ES,YcR; 
d(s)={rE R\s(r)isdefined}, 
d(s, + %) = d(s,) u d(Q), 
ifrEd(s,)then(s,+s,)(r)=s,(r), 
ifrGd(s,)andrEd(SJthen(s,+s,)(r)=s,(r), 
d(s * Y) = d(s)u Y, 
ifrEd(s)andrE Ythen(s* Y)(r)=s(r), 
d(sA Y) = d(s)\ Y, 
if rE d(s) and rE Y then (sn Y)(r) = s(r). 
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Example. Let R = {r, , r2, r)}, C = { 1,2, . . .}; a memory state s is represented by a 
triple (a,, a2, a3) where Qi E C u (0). For example, if s = (3,5, o) then s(rr) =3, 
s( r2) = 5, s( r3) is undefined. Then we have 
0 = (0, o, o), (395, o) + (o,6, g) = (395, g), 
(3,5, o) * {r2, rJ = (o,5, o), (3,5, o) n {r2, rJ = (3, o, 0). 
Note. If R is an arbitrary set and C = {t, f} then a memory state may be considered 
as a three-value predicate from R to {t, f, 0). 
1.3. Operators 
A notion of a program is modelled by an abstract “operator”. An operator is 
defined as a frame 
(P, A in(p), out(p), yes(p)), 
where p is the name, p is the function (the partial function from S to S), in(p) G R 
is the input, out(p) G R is the complete output, yes(p) c R is the obligatory output 
of the operator. Here we will call p an operator and write it down as 
P = (~7 in(p), out(p), yes(p)). 
If prog is an Algol-like program then yes(prog) is the set of locations which are 
assigned on any path of the program from begin to end. 
An operator p is said to be fundamental iff it satisfies the following conditions 
(axioms): 
VSVS (p(s)isdefined j ~(s+s’)=~(s)+s’), 
Vs (p(s) is defined + p(s * in(p)) is defined), 
Vs (p(s)isdefined + p(s)=P(s)*out(p)+s), 
Vs (p(s) is defined 3 yes(p) YE d(p(s))). 
A fundamental operator may be regarded as a closed information module. 
Commentary to axioms. If p(s) is defined then 
(0) an additional input information is passive; it is added to j!(s) and neutralized 
by s and p(s): 
(1) p(s * in(p)) is defined; 
(2) p(s) is equivalent to s up to out(p); 
(3) p(s)(r) is defined for any r-Eyes(p). 
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1.4. Explicators 
For any s E S the [s] operator is defined as 
[sl(s,)=s+s, foranys,ES, 
in([sl) = Ib, 
out([s]) = yes([s]) = d(s). 
Let us call [s] the explicator of s. For example, if s = {r, = 4, r, = 8) then [s] = 
{rl := 4, r2 := 8). It is true that the operator [s] is fundamental for any s E S. 
1.5. Superposition of operators 
Let p, . p2 be the name of an operator such that 
kfs (PI . PZCS) =!%2(P,(s))) 
in(p, * ~2) = in(p,) u Mp2)\ws(pl)L 
odp, . PJ = MPl) u out(pd, 
ydp, . PJ = MPJ u Mp2). 
The operation “.” is associative. It is true that if p, and p2 are fundamental then 
p, . p2 is also fundamental. 
1.6. Mixed computation 
Mixed computation is defined [4] as a multi-valued mapping M from P x S to 
PX S, where P is the set of all operators. If (p’, s’) is some value from M(p, s), 
then p’ is the residual program and s’ is the intermediate memory state. 
The transformation 
(P, s) + (P’, 0 
may be represented as 
[s] . p” [s’] ’ p’. 
If p’ = p” . [s”], then s” is the partial result of M( p, s) and for any sg E S, 
p(s + 5”) = S”+$‘(S’+ so). 
An abstract example of the computation process of M(p, . pz . p3, s) is 
[sl . PI . P2 . P3 
+ [$,I . PI * Cd . P2 . P3 
+ [&I . PI * [P*(S*)l . P3 
+ [s,l . PI . [%I * P3 . [d 
Here sq is the partial result and s, is the intermediate memory state. 
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In this process two sorts of transformations are used: 
,“;‘;)g “;;;e; (TRANS,) 
. + 
[s] . p + [s’] . p . [s”] (TRAN&) 
where these expressions are considered on a metasyntactic level. The transformation 
TRAN& is important for mixed computation. If p is fundamental and 
s’= s * (in(p) u (out(p)\yes(p))), 
s”=saout(p), 
then 
[s] . p = [s’] . p. [s”]. 
There are some possibilities for merging the operators and for parallel execution 
of transformations. 
2. Axiomatization of DMS algebra 
2.1. Algebra of nondeterministic memory states 
A basis (of the memory) is a triple (R, C, T), where R is a set of memory locations, 
C is a set of constants and T G R x C is a set of permissible pairs. 
An NDMS-algebra constructed on the basis (R, C, T) is a frame 
(S, 0, +, *, A), 
where S = 2r is the set of memory states (T is the total memory state); 0 E S is the 
empty subset of T (empty memory state); f, *, a : S x S + S; for any s, sl, s2 E S, Y E R, 
s(r)={cECI(r,c)Es}, d(s)={rERIs(r)#01, 
D(s) = (d(s) x C)n T, sl + s2 = $1 u (sz\Ws*)L 
s, * s2 = s, n D(Q), s1 A s2 = SI\D(SJ. 
Foranys,,s,ES,rER, 
(~,+s~)(r)=ifr~d(s~)thens,(r)elses,(r), 
(s, *~~)(r)=ifr~d(sJthens,(r)elseO, 
(s,a~~)(r)=ifr~d(s~)thenOelses,(r), 
Letgen(Y)=(YxC)nT. 
Then D(s) = gen(d(s)). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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For any s, sr , s2 E S, 
was)) = D(s), 
D(s,us,)=D(s,)uD(s,)=D(s,+s*)=D(s,)+D(s~), 
D(s, n D(Q)) = D(s,) n D(Q) = D(s, * s2) = D(s,) * II 
asI\md) = m~,)\~(~,) = ws, A%) = ws*>n D(Q), 
For any s,, s2 E S, 
3s(s,=s,+s) @ sz*s,=s, e s,+s*=s*, 
D(sr) c D(Q) @ s, z D(s*) G s, * s2= sr. 
For any s E S, 
D(s)=T*s. 
Let NOT(s) = T\D(s). Then for any s, , s2 E S, 
s, a s2 = sr * NOT(s2) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
2.2. Quasi-Boolean algebra 
A frame 
(X, 0, +, * 3 A> 
(now the symbols 0, f, *, fI have new meanings) is a quasi-Boolean algebra iff 
(i) X is a nonempty set (of information elements); 
(ii) OEX; 
(iii) +, *, n : X x X + X; these operations satisfy the following conditions 
(axioms): for any x, y, 2 E X: 
C-41) 
(A21 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(A@ 
(A7) 
(Ag) 
(A9) 
(ALO) 
(All) 
(Alp) 
(A13) 
(A14) 
(A15) 
(Al@ 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z), 
(x*y)*z=x*(y*z), 
x*(y*z)=x*(z*y), 
(x+y)*z=x*z+y*z, 
z*(x+y)=z*x+z*y, 
x*0=0, 
0*x=0, 
x*x=x, 
x+y*x=x 9 
xnx=o, 
x*y+xay=x, 
x*y+zay=zay+x*y, 
(x+y)az=xaz+yaz, 
xa(y+z)=(xny)nZ, 
(x*y)nz=x*(ynZ), 
(x*y)az=(XaZ)*y. 
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Theorem 1. For any basis of memory, an NDMS-algebra constructed on this basis is 
quasi-Boolean. 
It is true that the (Al)-(A16) axiom system is the complete axiomatization of 
equality in any NDMS-algebra (for any basis of memory) [5]. 
Further through the text we suppose some quasi-Boolean algebra (X, 0, +, *, a) 
to be fixed. 
Let, by definition, for any x, y E X 
xsy ‘3 Zlz(y=x+z). 
Foranyx,xo,~,~o,z,z,,z,~X, 
x+x=x, 
x*y+x=x, 
x<y e y*x=x e x+y=y, 
x s x. 
xsyandysz 3 XGZ, 
xsyandysx =j x=y, 
x+x*y=x, 
xsy =3 y+x=y, 
x*y=o =3 z,*x+Z2*y=Z2*y+z,*X, 
x+xay=xny+x, 
x*ysx, 
xsy =3 x*zcy*z, 
xsy 3 z+xsz+y, 
ysz =3 x*x~+y*xo~x+z*x,, 
x*y=o * z*ysznx, 
x*y+y*x=x*y, 
x*y+znx=znx+x*y, 
xay+ynx=ynx+xny, 
x+y+x=x+y, 
x+y=x+yax, 
x*z+y*z+x=x+y*z, 
x+y+x*z=x+y, 
(13) 
(14) 
(1% 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(281 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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x+y+z*x=x+y, 
x+(x+y) * z=(x+y) * z+x, 
ysxaz =a y*z=o, 
x<y =+ x+(y+y,)*z=(y+y,)*z+x, 
x*(y+z)=x*(z+y), 
(Xay)*(xnZ)=(XnZ)*(Xay), 
xayfxaz=xaz-+xay, 
(xny)nz=(xnz)ny, 
xO(y*z)=xLY(z*y), 
xn(y*z)=xny+xaZ, 
(x~Y)~(Y~z)=xaY, 
xfl(yLlx)=x, 
(x*z)a(ynZ)=X*Z, 
(y*z)*(yOz)=O 2 
(Y*z)n(Ynz)P=y*z, 
xn(ynz)=x*y*z+xay, 
xn(ynz)=X*Z+Xay, 
x*y=o e y*x=o. 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
3. Fundamental operators and recognizers 
3.1. Fundamental operators 
Let for any partial functions f, f, , fi from X to X, for any x, y E X, 
#(f, x) @jdF f(x) is defined; 
fi(x) ==.L(y) edf (#(fi, x) e #(h,Y)) 
& (#(.h, x) * “c(x) =.L(y)). 
An operator is a frame 
(f; x, YV z), 
where f is a partial function from X to X; x, y, z E X. 
If the operator (f, x, y, z) is marked by p, then f, x, y, z are marked by p, in (p), 
out(p), yes(p). respectively. 
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We state that for any operators p,, pz 
PI =p2 Hdf PI =P2 
& idpI) = in(p2) 
& out(p,) =out(p,) 
& yes(pJ = w(p2). 
An operator p is said to be fundamental iff the following properties hold: 
(FO) ~‘x’~Y(#(I? x) * P(x+Y) =P(x)+.Y), 
WI vx(#(P, xl * #(Ax * in(p))), 
(F2) Vx(#(p, x) + p(x) = p(x) * out(p) + x), 
(F3) vx(#(P, x) * yes(p) * p(x) = yes(p)). 
For any operator p, 
WP) * vx(#(P,x) * P(x)=P(x)+x), 
WP) =a vx~y(#(~%xx)&x~y 3 #(P,y)&P(x)~P(y)). 
(53) 
(54) 
4. Composition of operators 
Let p, . pz be such an operator that 
Vx( PI * PAX) = =P*(B,(x))), 
where #(P, .~~,x)iff#(~,,x)and#(p,,p,(x)), 
in(p, .p2)=in(p,)+in(p,nyes(p,), 
out( PI - PJ = 04 P2) + out( PII, 
yes(p, . PJ = w(pJ +yes(pJ. 
The operation “. ” is associative. 
Theorem 2. For any fundamental operators p, q the operator p. q is fundamental. 
Proof. Proof of Fl( p. q). We have to prove #(p . q, x * in( p. q)), i.e. 
#(P,x*in(p.q))&f(~,,(x*in(p’q))). 
#( j?, x) and Fl (p) imply #( p, x * in(p)); furthermore, in(p) G in( p. q) and (54) 
imply #(p, x * in( p. 4)). 
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Now we have to prove #(Q, p(x * in( p * 9))). R(ij, p(x)) and Fl(q) imply 
#(q,p(x) *in(q)); (54) for q and 
p(x) * in(q)Gp(x * in(p. q)) (55) 
imply #(q, ii(x * in(p . 4))). 
Now we have to prove (55). #(p, x) and Fl( p) imply #(p, x * in(p)); FO( p) 
implies p(x) =p(x * in(p))+xAin(p). 
We have 
p(x) * in(q)=p(x * in(p)) * in(q)+(xAin(p)) *in(q). (56) 
The equality 
p(x * in(p. 9)) =P( x * in(p))+x * in(q) (57) 
is true since 
p(x * in(p. q)) = {PO(p)} 
=p(x * in(p))+x * (in(q)Ay = {Pi) 
=p(x * in(p))+(x * in(q)) * yes(p)+(x * in(q))Ayes(p) 
=p(x * in(p))+x * in(q). 
Relation (55) is equivalent to having the relation =Z between the right-hand sides 
of (56) and (57). This can be derived from relation (26) by some substitutions. 
Proof of F2( p - q). Let #(p . q, x). Then 
p.9 (x) = q(P(x)) = {F2(q)I 
= q( P(x)) * out(q) +p(x) =I 
= q(p(x)) * out(q)+Cj(p(x)) * out(p)+P(x) =2 
= q(p(x)) * out(q)+Cj(jj(x)) * out(p)+x= 
=G(P(x)) * (out(q)+out(p))+x. 
Let us denote g(p(x)) by y. 
Proof of =l. 
y * out(q) +y * out(p) t-p(x) = -!F2(q)I 
=Y * out(q)+(y * out(q)+p(x)) * out(p)+p(x) =IWp)) 
= y * out(q) +p(x). 
Proof of =2, 
Y * out(p)+p(x) = {Pi) 
=y * out(p)+p(x) * out(p)+x= 
=(y+p^(x))*out(p)+x= {(53)forq} 
=y * out(p)+x. 0 
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5. Information connections between operators 
If for any operators p and q 
out(p) * in(q) # 0, 
then we say that there is an information connection from p to q. The relations 
out(p) * in(q) = 0, out(p) * out(q) = 0 
are denoted by p NI q, p NO q respectively. 
For any fundamental operator p, for any x E X, 
#(P, x) c=j #(P, x * in(p)), (58) 
p(x) =p(x * in(p))+x, (59) 
#(j&x) * p(x)nout(p)=xaout(p). (60) 
For any fundamental operators p and q, for any x E X, if p NI q then 
#(p, x) 3 x *in(q) =p(x) * in(q), (61) 
#(p,x) =3 p(x)*in(q)CxAout(p), (62) 
P. 4 (x) = = 4(x * in(q)) +P(x), (63) 
P’ 4 (X)==q(xaout(P))+p(x), (64) 
p.q(x)==(~(x*in(q)))*out(q)+(p(x*in(p)))*out(p)+x, (65) 
out(q)=yes(q) * p. q (x)==q(x) * out(p)+p(x), (66) 
qNIp&pNOq + p.q(x)==q.p(x). (67) 
The relations (63)-(66) may be used for parzilel computation of &(p,(x)). 
6. Mixed computation 
6.1. Explicators 
For any x E X we define the operator [x] as follows: 
VY([Xl(.Y) =x+.YL in([x]) = 0, out([x]) = yes([x]) =x. 
The operator [x] is called the explicator of x. 
Note. It would be natural to state out([s]) = yes([s]) = D(s) in NDMS-algebra. But 
s plays the role of D(s) when s is used as the right-hand side argument of operation 
“*” 
It is true that the operator [x] is fundamental for any x E X; for any x, y E X: 
[xl NI [YI, 1x1. ry1= [Y-CXI. 
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6.2. Principal statement 
Theorem 3. For any fundamental operator p, for any x E X, 
[x] . p = [x’] . p. [xl’], 
in([x] * p) = in([x’] . p * [xl]), 
out([x] * p) = out([x’] . p * [xl]), 
where 
x)=x * (in(p)+out(p)Ayes(p)), 
x”=x.Aout(p). 
Proof. Proof of (68). We denote in(p) + out( p) A yes( p) by z. For any y E X, 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
[x’] . p. [x”] ( y) = = 
==p. [x”] (x * z+y) == {(58), (59)) 
==p. [X’] ((x * z+y) * in(p))+x * z+y=‘= 
==p. [x”] ((x+y) * in(p))+x * z+y== 
==xAout(p)+$((x+y) *in(p))+x * z+y=‘= 
==F((x+y) * in(p))+xAout(p)+x * z+y== {F3(p)} 
==p((x+y)*in(p))+(x*out(p))*yes(p)+xaout(p)+x*z+y=3= 
==p((x+y)*in(p))+(x+y)== {(58),(59)} 
==p(x+y)==p([xl(y))==[x]‘p(y). 
Proof of =I=. 
(X*z+y)*in(p)= 
=(x*(in(p)+out(p)Ayes(p))+y)*in(p)= 
=(x+x*(out(p)Ayes(p)))*in(p)+y*in(p)= 
=x*in(p)+y*in(p)=(x+y)*in(p). 
Proof of =2=. Denote (x + y) * in(p) by w. Then 
xnout(p)+p(w)== 
==xAout(p)+p(w) * out(p)+p(w)Aout(p)== ((60)) 
==p(w)*out(p)+xnout(p)+waout(p)== 
==p(w) * out(p)+(x+ w)Aout(p) == ((36)) 
==p(w) * out(p)+(w+x)Aout(p)== ((60)) 
==p(w) * out(p)+p(w)nout(p)+xnout(p)== 
==y(w)+xnout(p). 
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Proof of =3=. 
(x * out(p)) * yes(p)+xAout(p)+x * in(p)+x * (out(p)Aye 
=x*in(p)+xDout(p)+(x”out(p))*yes(p)+(x*out(p))ayes(p)= 
=x * in(p)+xAout(p)+x * out(p)= 
=x*in(p)+x=x. 
We denote [x] . p, [x’] . p * [x”] by p, , pz, respectively. 
Proof of (69). 
in(p,)=in(p)A(x * (in(p)4out(p)ayes(p)))= 
= (in(p) A (x * in(p))) A (x * (out(p) A yes(p))) = 
=(in(p)Ax)A(x* (out(p)Ayes 
=in(p)A(x+x * (out(p)Oyes(p)))=in(p)Ax=in(p,). 
Proof of (70). 
out(p,) =xAout(p)+out(p)+x * in(p)+x * (out(p)Ay = 
=out(p)+x+x*in(p)+x*(out(p)Ayes(p))= 
=out(p)+x=out(p,). 
7. Problems 
Note some problems for further investigations: 
l Specification of programs by mixed computation algebras. 
l Expanding NDMS and quasi-Boolean algebras by introducing 0, T and NOT. 
l Introduction of arrays as informational elements. 
l Representation of explicator systems. 
l Design of transformational semantics of program languages which would allow 
us to use the reserves of partial and parallel computation. 
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